
 

Tornado Warning Test Successful 
Additional Evening Test Under Consideration

 
On April 16, a test of the Tornado Watch and Warning EAS codes was conducted in Wisconsin. 

 
The test was largely successful, with just a few audio quality issues that are being investigated. The test is originated 
independently by the five National Weather Service (NWS) offices that serve Wisconsin, and those NWS offices did a 
good job of issuing the test at the exact same time in all areas leading to a well synchronized test statewide. This test 
was another fine example of the close cooperation between your WBA and Wisconsin’s broadcasters, NWS, and 
Wisconsin Emergency Management (WEM). 
 
Our 1:45 PM EAS Tornado Warning test is coordinated to run at the same time as Minnesota’s, where they also run a 
second EAS Tornado Warning test at 6:55 PM targeted to involve families at home. WBA, NWS and WEM are 
considering whether Wisconsin should add a similar second evening test. Your WBA is looking for your opinion 
on Wisconsin adding an evening EAS Tornado Warning test in the 6:30-7:00 PM timeframe, most likely 
coordinating it with Minnesota’s 6:55 PM test. As with the afternoon test, your participation in the test would be 
voluntary. 
 
Would your station air such a test at that time? 
Please forward your thoughts to Michelle Vetterkind so she can present your opinions for consideration at an upcoming 
meeting to plan for the 2016 test. No decision has yet been made, so your input is important and valued. 
 
Thanks to all Wisconsin broadcasters for your participation in not only airing this year’s test, but in the time you 
devoted to promoting the test in the week leading up to it. WBA, NWS and WEM appreciate your cooperation, and 
look forward to receiving your comments on a possible added evening test. 
 


